
So then, as we have opportunity, 
let us do good to everyone…

…and especially to those who are
of the household of faith.

~ Galatians 6:10



...teach a man to fi sh...



The mission of the Athanatos Foundation is to focus the generosity of 
individuals, organizations, and companies, towards direct assistance 
of needful individuals and worthy causes, rather than delegating 
these responsibilities to governmental agencies, which are not 
likely to exhibit the same values, principles, and priorities, shared by 
contributors to the foundation.

The Athanatos Foundation is a continuation of the activities 
of its founder, Dr. Anthony Horvath, which were f irst off icially 
organized into a Christian non-profit in 2008. The now dissolved 
Athanatos Christian Ministries engaged in educational activities 
related to providing evidence that Christianity was not merely 
a ‘religion,’ but was, in actuality, true. There was an emphasis 
on presenting this evidence through the arts, and, in particular, 
through literature. This emphasis eventually led to a re-
organization, which resulted in the formation of the Athanatos 
Publishing Group, Inc., which formally embodies the emphasis 
on literature.

What does ‘Athanatos’ mean? 

It is a Greek word, which literally means something like, “No 
Death” or “Never dying” but can be translated as “Immortal,” or 
perhaps, “Eternity” or “Eternal Life.”

The choice of this word to be the flag for Dr. Horvath’s activities 
reflects the ‘motto’ of ACM and APG, which is inspired by a 
portion of Ecclesiastes 3:11: “He Has Set Eternity In the Hearts of 
Men.”

In short, the word “Athanatos” is a daily reminder that all of 
humanity is created in the image of God, and because of this, no 
matter the hardness of their hearts or the diff iculty in reaching 
them, people are made to desire God. 



The Athanatos Foundation was 
founded by Dr. Anthony Horvath.

Dr. Horvath has been married for 
25+ years and the father of four. A 
researcher, author, and publisher, it 
has been his enduring goal to take 
concrete actions. He is not content 
to talk endlessly about a worthy 
endeavor, but then never actually do 
it. He believes: if its worthy… do it.

On a personal level, Dr. Horvath is keen 
to become self-suff icient, and as such 
has added produce farming to his list of activities. In light of the 
current economic environment, and the impending economic 
catastrophe he perceives is inbound, Dr. Horvath has turned his 
eyes on providing food security for as many as he can, starting, 
of course, with his own family and the ‘household of faith.’

More broadly, he endorses the spirit behind the maxim, “Give a 
man a f ish, and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to f ish, and 
you feed him for the rest of his life.” The Athanatos Foundation 
will, without doubt, lend direct aid “for a day” when it seems 
necessary and appropriate. However, it will lean towards 
equipping people “for the rest of their lives” in its programs and 
initiatives as much as possible.

If that is a philosophy that you want to animate your philanthropy,

Dr. Horvath encourages you to join him in his activities through

THE ATHANATOS FOUNDATION.

About the Founder



The Athanatos Foundation is newly 
launched as of 2022. As such, all projects 
are in their infancy. Indeed, some are as 
yet only like a twinkle in the founder’s eye.

An initiative which is under active 
development, however, is the Gleanings 
Project.

In due time, a program to more directly assist in disaster relief will be 
developed and implemented. A scholarship program is in the works. 
An application process for individuals needing direct assistance will 
be established. Other projects the foundation might initiate include 
a small business incubator, construction of a ‘commercial kitchen’ for 
community use.

For now, whet your appetite by learning more about the Gleanings 
Project.

The Gleanings Project
Food Security for All

In accord with the mission of the Athanatos Foundation and its goal to 
not merely dispense charity, but equip people to obtain higher levels 
of self-suffi ciency, the foundation’s “Gleanings Project” has multiple 
components, designed to meet people in the various economic situations 
they may be in.

1. Support for Women and Families in Crisis 
– In Cooperation with Crisis Pregnancy Centers.

Refl ecting the founder’s passion for promoting pro-life principles and 
values, The Athanatos Foundation will directly donate fresh produce 
to desiring crisis pregnancy centers on a regular basis. In addition, it 
will educate families on how to prepare the food and otherwise make 
healthy food choices (such as the dangers of certain processed foods).

Athanatos Foundation Initiatives 



2. Direct donation of food (more broadly) 
In association with Wisconsin-based Dynamite Harvest, LLC, the 
produce farm established by Dr. Horvath, The Athanatos Foundation 
will donate naturally grown produce to families that need it, potentially 
directly, although initially this might primarily be through donations 
to food banks, and so on.

3. Home Gardens For All 
Also in association with Dynamite Harvest, LLC, the Athanatos 
Foundation will fi nance research into developing growing plots that 
can be established in small backyards, patios, and so on. The results 
of this research will be used to formulate various seed packages, 
accompanied by educational materials, that are then distributed to 
individuals and families, subsidized by the Athanatos Foundation 
and its donors.

The goal of our research is simple: to take the smallest space possible 
and produce the greatest yield possible of healthy food by people 
who are not expected to be competent gardeners.

4. Produce Care Packages 
In one of those great ironies, unhealthy food is much more affordable 
than healthy food. That means the people who need quality nutrition 
the most cannot afford it. Instead, they end up buying a lot of heavily 
processed foods that are loaded with high fructose corn syrup and 
other additives that are not, strictly speaking, food. Fresh produce 
is expensive, relatively speaking. One idea for bridging this gap is to 
develop a program through which interested parties can ship fresh 
produce to worthy individuals and families that otherwise couldn’t 
afford it.



The Athanatos Foundation embodies the philanthropic desires 
of its founder, Dr. Anthony Horvath.  In its inaugural year, it 
expects to actively pursue several worthy projects which, God-
willing, will become sustained efforts that endure indefinitely.

As a 501c3 tax-exempt organization, the foundation is equipped 
to invite others to join it in its vision, and offer to contributors 
the f inancial advantages that tax-exempt entities can provide.  
Bottom line:  If you believe that individuals can take care of their 
own families and communities better than governments and 
their sprawling agencies can, then your values might align with 
those of The Athanatos Foundation.  

You are hereby invited to join the Athanatos Foundation with 
your time, talent, and treasure, in its quest to live out the truth 
that we are all, in reality, athanatos.

  To learn more visit the website:

   https://athanatos.org

    Contact Dr. Horvath at

     contact@athanatos.org

      Mailing Address:

       PO Box 57

       Greenwood WI 54437
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